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“We, the Swiss athletes, with the support of Special Olympics
Switzerland, the Swiss Federal Government, the cantons
of Grisons, and Zurich as well as the communities of Chur,
Zurich, Arosa and Lenzerheide, are bidding to host the
Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 in Switzerland.”
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Summary
Our vision is an inclusive world for all,
driven by the power of sport, through
which people with intellectual disabilities

The competitions in the nine sporting
disciplines will be held over six days in the
Canton Grisons (Graubünden), in the towns
-

Special Olympics Switzerland is bidding to
host the Special Olympics World Winter

snowboarding), Lenzerheide (cross country

By hosting the WWG 2029, we want to
make a sustainable contribution to
an inclusive society in Switzerland and

The opening ceremony will be held in the
Letzigrund stadium in Zurich, and the clos-

When it comes to sustainability, the WWG
The candidacy, planning and implementation of the WWG 2029 will allow Switzerland to initiate and advance important
developments in policy in the spheres of
dress the topic of inclusion, give it a face,
bring together the Swiss population and
make it more open and understanding of

During the Host Town program, the participating Special Olympics programs will
spread across all 26 cantons, prepare for
their participation and get to know one of
the most beautiful and safest countries in

Participants will consistently make use of

The total cost of the event will come to

Special Olympics Switzerland would like
to see the Games awarded as early as
June 2021, together with the awarding
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Greetings
Statement of support for the 2029 Special Olympics World Winter Games

When I tell people that I participate in Special Olympics competitions and
that I represent athletes on the Foundation Board of Special Olympics Swit-

With the holding of the World Winter Games, Special Olympics would gain

attention for a few days and get coverage in the media – that dream can

the World Games as a door opener that will get people to notice us, accept us
and include us in everyday life as a matter of course, even to the point of automatically including us in a sports club or association and not having us train in

Holding the World Games in Switzerland would be a unique experience for
doorstep is a huge highlight for every Special Olympics fan to be remem-

Fabian Frey
Foundation Board Member,
SOSWI athlete, alpine skiing

Greetings
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Head of the Federal Department of Defence, Civil Protection
and Sport DDPS

Statement of support for the 2029 Special Olympics World Winter Games
Dear Mrs. Davis
Dear Mr. Shriver
For millennia we have felt the desire to play and to watch sports, and to feel the emotions they arouse in us.
But rarely have we been so acutely aware of this need as we are today, in these unusual times. Sport gives
us strength. It touches us, inspires us, distracts us and it unites us – even if we must keep our distance.
Regardless of our sex, skin colour, religion, physical or mental condition: we all long to experience sport
together.
This feeling of unity that sport gives us is very important to me – and it is why, as Minister for Sport, I am
deeply committed to promoting integration. Ensuring everyone is able to have fun and experience positive
moments through sport is a personal goal of mine. The Special Olympics World Winter Games provide an
ideal platform for bringing together and supporting athletes with physical and mental disabilities.
I am delighted to declare my support for Switzerland’s candidacy to host the 2029 Special Olympics
World Winter Games. In keeping with the Olympic values of Excellence, Friendship and Respect, I am
fully committed to carrying out Games that emphasise both fairness and sustainability. Switzerland will do
everything it possibly can to create a space that meets our aspirations and those of the international guests
for a better integration of people with disabilities.
Let us celebrate the 2029 Special Olympics World Winter Games with joy in our hearts – in the heart of the
Alps.
Yours sincerely,

Viola Amherd
Federal Councillor and Minister of Sports
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World Winter Games from Special Olympics in Switzerland
A wonderful idea which hopefully, in the foreseeable future, will one day become reality!
Dear Mrs. Davis,
Dear Mr. Shriver,
Switzerland is a well-known and popular vacation country. Especially in winter, many locals and tourists from
all over the world enjoy the snow-covered mountains, valleys, and villages. A well-developed public transport
system leads to the many different ski and sports resorts. Modern infrastructure is readily available
everywhere with state-of-the-art accommodation, sports facilities, and slopes. Furthermore, Switzerland has
a lot of experience in organizing sports competitions, especially, major international winter sports events.
Special Olympics Switzerland would like to offer athletes from all over the world the unique opportunity to
compete and meet each other in fair competitions in Switzerland. Always according to the motto of Special
Olympics: "Let me win, but if I cannot win, let me be brave in the attempt".
While participating nation athletes visit the Host Cities, the whole Swiss population should be confronted
with the idea of Special Olympics (SO) before the competitions. Distributed all over Switzerland, encounters
between our athletes and the population will be made possible. Special Olympics World Winter Games thus
offer an important contribution to an inclusive society. For us, Special Olympics competitions are more than
just sports competitions!
We are highly motivated to tackle this sporting and social challenge with great enthusiasm and verve.
We are looking forward to welcoming the athletes to Switzerland!

Prof. Dr. Kurt Murer
President Special Olympics Switzerland

Special Olympics Switzerland
Stadion Letzigrund, Badenerstrasse 500, CH-8048 Zürich Tel 0800 222 666
www.specialolympics.ch Email barth@specialolympics.ch
Created by the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation. Authorized and accredited by Special Olympics, Inc for the benefit of persons with intellectual disabilities
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Statement of support for the 2029 Special Olympics World Winter Games

Through all the years as an ambassador for Special Olympic Switzerland,
when meeting our athletes of Special Olympics, I always and immediately
four time Olympic Champion in Ski Jumping and now more than 20 years
in professional sport, it is even more important to me to see and feel that
sports is coming from a most inner motivation and to let people around

the Special Olympics World Winter Games to Switzerland is a major chance
tunity that gives our Athletes the possibility to become leaders and transsame reason as everybody, but we are best in showing joy and happiness

Winter Games 2029 have my fullest support! We have the facilities and the

Simon Amman,
Ski jumper and SOSWI Ambassador
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© Roger Federer Foundation

Statement of support for the 2029 Special Olympics World Winter Games

My four participations in the Olympic Games are among my absolute

Switzerland was given the chance to host the Special Olympic World

The organization of the Special Olympics World Winter Games would
also be an enriching and responsible task in order to prepare athletes
with intellectual disabilities an unforgettable sports festival and create

Yours sincerely,

Roger Federer
Tennis Player

WORLD WINTER GAMES SWITZERLAND 2029
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1 Overview
1.1 Motivation
We are motivated to host the World Winter Games because they will contribute

The candidacy, planning and implementation of
the WWG 2029 will allow Switzerland to initiate
and advance important developments in policy in

On the other hand, events such as the Youth Olympic
Games held in Lausanne in 2020 and the upcoming
goodwill from the political and tourism sectors as

address the topic of inclusion, give it a face, bring together the Swiss population and make it more open

Switzerland with the host Cantons Graubünden and
Zurich and the host municipalities of Zurich, Chur,

-

stability and a wealth of know-how and experience in
the country boasts an excellent public transport net-

of all preliminary discussions pertaining to this candidacy with the host cantons and cities was extremely
Hosting the WWG 2029 in Switzerland would also
is very cautious about hosting the Olympic Games
as the excessive size of the Games can no longer be

international organizations domiciled in Switzerland
associations in Lausanne) and help Special Olympics

1 Overview
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Special Olympics International (SOI) can rest assured
that the WWG 2029 will be perfectly organized and
-

The candidacy is sponsored by Special Olympics
Switzerland (SOSWI), which guarantees successful

and hosting the WWG 2029, SOSWI can enhance its
status in Switzerland

1 Overview
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1.2 Proposed Dates and Numbers
The WWG 2029 are scheduled to take place from 6 to

A major national event during this period is the
Engadine Ski Marathon (popular cross country race

overlap with the winter sports holiday periods of most

ally takes place on the second weekend in March

sports holidays end by the beginning of March at the
-

The climate is mild at this time of the year with no

infrastructure, accommodation and similar services
facilities required for the event have already been

In March, temperatures are already more pleasant

Timeline

March 9th, 2029
Friday

Host Town
Program

March 10th, 2029
Saturday

Relocation

Transport to
host towns

March 8th, 2029
Thursday

Opening ceremony

Arrival of
delegations

March 7th, 2029
Wednesday

Transport to opening ceremony

March 6th, 2029
Tuesday

LETR Final Leg (Chur–Zürich)

Verschiebung

Visiting competition venues, spare day, divisioning, competition, medal-giving ceremonies

Closing ceremony

March 11th, 2029 March 12th, 2029 March 13th, 2029 March 14th, 2029 March 15th, 2029 March 16th, 2029 March 17th, 2029 March 18th, 2029
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Transport to
Return of delegations

1 Overview
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Number of participants
Disciplines

Total

Athletes

Coaches

Alpine Skiing

500

400

100

Snowboarding

100

80

20

Cross Country Skiing

475

380

95

Snowshoeing

375

300

75

Figure Skating

240

190

50

Short Track

270

215

55

Floorball

770

615

155

Floor Hockey

245

195

50

Dancesport

165

130

35

3140

2505

635

1 Overview
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1.3 Leadership
Candidacy
SOSWI formed an independent organization to pre-

The candidacy dossier was prepared by the National
versity of Applied Sciences of the Grisons and other

board (Andreas Schwarz and Thomas Krähenbühl)

employees from the Marketing, Sports, Events and
-

The purpose of the organization is to prepare the
candidacy dossier to host the Special Olympics World
Winter Games in partnership with the federal government, the cantons, cities and municipalities and

The transfer of the experience gained in the preparation of the candidacy dossier to the WWG 2029

World Winter Games 2029
For the mplementation of the WWG 2029, an
independent legal implementation (association)
under Swiss law will be set up to involve the most
The organization will be dissolved within 6 months
after Switzerland has been awarded the contract to
host the World Games or after the candidacy has

to hereinafter as the Local Organizing Committee
of this organization and will be represented in the

1 Overview
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SPECIAL OLYMPICS
WORLD WINTER GAMES SWITZERLAND 2029
Graubünden, Chur, Zurich, Arosa, Lenzerheide

Important partners for the achievement of the legacy
goals include a number of organizations that focus
on inclusion and disabilities: Federal Bureau for the
Equality of People with Disabilities (FBED), INSIEME
(umbrella organization for parents of persons with inassociation of support organizations for people with
disabilities), INSOS (national association of providers
-

in accordance with the regulations of SOI and in collaboration with all participating partners and Special

A strategic committee that includes the relevant inclusivity organizations and Special Olympics athletes
tions with established partners in Switzerland will
be sought in order to achieve the legacy goals of

Stakeholder Management
The WWG 2029 will be planned and delivered in col-

The national associations for the respective sporting
ing, Swiss Dance Sport) were involved in the preparation of the candidacy dossier and will be called upon

Schools are of the utmost importance in the dissemination of the vision of an inclusive society to children

schools from the outset, the plan is to collaborate
with the Swiss Conference of Cantonal Ministers of
Education (EDK) and ASSA (national association of

political authorities, commercial partners and service
partnerships will be sought with specialized companies in the transport, technology and insurance

Inclusion of athletes
SOSWI currently has an athlete on its foundation
board in the person of Fabian Frey as well as an Ath-

The partnership with Swiss Federal Railways SBB
(https://company.sbb.ch/en/home.html) is an important component when it comes to the transport of

Commission meets regularly to discuss the concerns

passengers and 200,000 tonnes of freight to their
work with SBB to realize its vision for the mobility of
implementation of all transport services, from arrival

With regard to technology, the plan is to collaborate
with Swisscom (https://www.swisscom.ch/en/residential.html), which was already involved in the prepara-

pose of this network of athletes is to have an ambassador for athletes in as many towns in Switzerland as
possible and for their voices to be heard with regard
-

1 Overview
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1.4 Commitment to Inclusion
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities
On 15 May 2014, Switzerland was the 157th state

Training
SOSWI already cooperates with universities and
universities of applied sciences to promote inclusive
thinking and raise awareness of the importance
Particularly in the courses of remedial and special
education, it is evident that physical activity and

historical reasons, many of these structures are still
just starting to integrate the topic of inclusion into

people with disabilities are rarely a topic in teacher
tion of the WWG 2029 will put these topics on the
agenda of the umbrella organizations involved in the

On the national level, the Federal Bureau for the
Equality of People with Disabilities (FBED) and
support organizations for people with disabilities, are
-

Health
SOSWI is currently focusing on inclusion through
sports and, thus, is intensifying the collaboration
with the Swiss Olympic umbrella organizations and

Leisure activities and sport

Public Health (FOPH) is responsible for ensuring that

together with sports associations, sports clubs and
cantons since 2012 to provide people with disabilities
access to and enable their participation in existing
ular training sessions at sports clubs and recreational

the national association of providers of services to
people with disabilities, is an important organization

SOSWI has concluded conventions with the national

In the context of the WWG 2029 and the Healthy

people with disabilities become members of these
associations rather than having to engage in sport in

The mindset is changing among the Swiss Olympic
umbrella organizations (National Olympic Commit-

where many people with intellectual disabilities live,

erate with the professional medical associations to

Work
The Federal Bureau for the Equality of People with
Disabilities (FBED), INSIEME (umbrella organization
for parents of persons with intellectual disabilities)
support organizations for people with disabilities)
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are responsible for ensuring that disabled people

candidacy to host the WWG 2029 and see this as an
opportunity to promote the implementation of the
-

organizations have been informed about the candidacy to host the WWG 2029, which they see as an
opportunity to improve access to and participation in
sponding projects will be developed and initiated as

Access and Participation
In Switzerland, the Federal Bureau for the Equality
HANDICAP, the national association of support
organizations for people with disabilities, are ultimately responsible for the implementation of the

Visibility
Two of the most important media organizations in
Switzerland, Ringier and Somedia (Medien der SüdThe state media company SRG SSR idee suisse is
shown that inclusion as a topic is widely accepted
and that the WWG 2029 is seen as a worthy messen-

-

Federal President Mr. Guy Parmelin, during his visit at
the National Winter Games Chur 2016

planning and delivery of the event is therefore
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1.5 Political Support
General
There are no legislative hurdles to the implementation of the WWG 2029 in Switzerland and no new

The candidacy for the WWG 2029 was prepared with
the support of all relevant national, regional and
pants, the main issue is the provision of the required

Swiss law does not make any basic distinctions

on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, special
laws have been enacted at cantonal level to explicitly

SOSWI is the initiator and sponsor of the candidacy

federal, cantonal, city and municipal processes are

National
International

organization and the implementation of the legacy

30 June 2020

Candidacy
submitted as part of the bidding process for the

Submission of candidacy to the Federal Government,
Graubünden, Canton of Zurich, City of Chur and Zurich,
Municipality of Arosa and Lenzerheide

December 2020

Endorsements for the Bid

27 January 2021

Submission of candidature to SOI

March 2021
18 June 2021
November 2021

Submission Virtual Site Visit
Awarding of the World Winter Games 2025 (and 2029)
Proposal to be approved by the Swiss Federal
the Federal Councillors

event the size of the World Winter Games always
Spring 2022

Referendum City of Chur

Summer 2022

-

• In 2025, Switzerland will already host a major
international event with the Biathlon World Cup in
Lenzerheide in Graubünden, for which substantial

January 2023

If not selected in June 2021
Summer 2024

Second submission of candidacy

Sept/Oct 2024

Possible Site Visit SOI

November 2024

• A preparation period of eight years is ideal and gives
-

Establishment of the World Winter Games
Organization

March 2028

6 – 9 March 2029

Awarding of the World Winter Games 2029

Pre Games

Host Town Programm
LETR Final Leg (Chur - Zurich)

10 March 2029

Opening Ceremony, Zurich

11 – 16 March 2029

World Winter Games 2029

17 March 2029

Closing Ceremony, Chur
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Federal Government
The 2029 WWG will be submitted to the Federal
Council in June 2021 together with other major onetime events planned in Switzerland, and will subse-

latter decided unanimously that the project would
remain under consideration and a draft decision
the Municipal Council in the fall of 2021 and submitted to the population of Chur in a referendum in the

City of Zurich
The government of the City of Zurich will submit
Graubünden
The government of Graubünden will decide in July

Municipality of Arosa
The Municipal Council of Arosa will decide on the
Canton of Zurich

-

letter of November 5, 2020 to request the required

tourism and hotel industries will be involved in the

Municipality of Lenzerheide
City of Chur
On December 17, 2020 the City Council informed the
Municipal Council of the candidacy and the amount

the tourism and hotel industries as well as the muni-

“I am convinced that our bid and the potential
hosting of the World Winter Games 2029 in
Switzerland will sustainably contribute to an
inclusive society.”
Federal Councillor Viola Amherd
Chair of the Federal Department of Defence and Sport

1 Overview
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1.6 National and Regional Characteristics
1.6.1 Switzerland
When we think of Switzerland, our mind goes to
snow capped mountains, lakes, chocolate and
all rolled into one: Security, scenery in general, public
transport, champions in recycling, cablecars, folks
music, cows, lovely Swiss people and houses, Swiss

Rumantsch is spoken in the only trilingual canton,

There are approximately 8 million people in Switzermultilingualism, the rising average age and the high
main areas include microtechnology, high-tech, biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, as well as banking
Switzerland has four unevenly distributed languages
most widely spoken language in Switzerland: 19 of
Most of the people working in Switzerland are employed by small and medium-sized enterprises, which
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Politics
Switzerland is a parliamentary democracy with a
zerland has a bicameral parliament: This consists of
the National Council of the representatives of the
people (200 members) and the Council of States

Security & Criminality
Switzerland has one of the lowest crime rates of all

Assembly elects the Federal Council – the collective

subsidized private, and totally private healthcare systems to create an extensive network of highly quali-

This is expressed in two ways: In the strong autonomy of the 26 cantons and their municipalities, as
well as in their direct participation in political deci-

Health
The healthcare system in Switzerland has a global

Drinking and eating-out is hygienic and the tap water

The water distributed in Switzerland meets very
comes from underground sources, the rest is taken
and referendums (polls held every quarter) give citi-
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Sustainability & Environment
Swiss citizens are champions when it boils down to

1,500 meters, precipitation in winter mainly falls

containers make their way to special collection

blanketed in snow for several weeks or even several

Ecology ranks high in Switzerland: Countless studies
prove that Switzerland belongs to the world-best

an alpine snow-sport destination, these regions have
for many years that is considered to be among the

Meteorological and Environmental Conditions

Text source: https://www.myswitzerland.com/en-ch/planning/about-switzerland/general-facts/
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International Sports Federations

International
Judo Federation

International
Olympic Committee

IOC

International Table
Tennis Federation

ITTF

Fédération Internationale
des Sociétés d'Aviron

Fédération
Internationale de Natation

FINA

International
Triathlon Union

ITU

Association Internationale
de Boxe Amateur

AIBA

International
Canoe Federation

ICF
IGF

IJF
FISA

Fédération
Equestre Internationale

FEI

International
Golf Federation

Fédération
Internationale d'Escrime

FIE

Fédération Internationale
de Volleyball

FIVB

Fédération Internationale
de Gymnastique

FIG

Fédération Internationale de
Bobsleigh et de Tobogganing

FIBT

Fédération Internationale
de Hockey sur Gazon

FIH

International
Skating Union

ISU

Fédération Aéronautique
Internationale

FAI

World Baseball
Softball Confederation

WBSC

Union of European
Football Associations

UEFA

Fédération Internationale
de Basketball

FIBA

Fédération Internationale
de Motocyclisme

FIM

Viele internationale Sportverbände
haben ihren Sitz in der Schweiz
IHF International
Handball Federation

Basel
Zürich

Internationale
FIFA Fédération
de Football Association

IIHF International
Ice Hockey Federation

Bern

Oberhofen
Lausanne
Nyon
Mies

Corsier-sur-Vevey
Aigle

Internationale des
UIAA Union
Associations d'Alpinisme

FIS Fédération
Internationale du Ski
World
UWW United
Wrestling
Cycliste
UCI Union
Internationale
Grafik: Finanz und Wirtschaft, br

Source: “Finanz und Wirtschaft” Nr. 42, 30 May 2015

International Organizations
at Geneva, ICRC – International Committee of the Red Cross, IOM – International Organization for Migration,
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1.6.2 Facts about the Host Venues

Chur
The alpine city of Chur can be reached by train

Zurich

esque alleys and modern shopping centers and can

northern end of Lake Zurich in the north of Switzer-

38,000 inhabitants, Chur is the regional center as
well as the starting point for the onward journey to

Travelling to Zurich is easy and comfortable, whether
biggest railway station and airport, the city of Zurich

well-functioning local transport network guarantee
that even disabled guests have easy access to hotels,

be reached by public transport from the airport in
just 10 minutes, and the main railway and bus statherefore the ideal location for the opening ceremo-
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Arosa
Surrounded by a beautiful mountain landscape, Arosa

Lenzerheide
In the idyllic Lenzerheide holiday region, visitors experience an unadulterated holiday spirit throughout

immerse themselves in the fantastic mountain world
In winter, the sport paradise Arosa Lenzerheide
The snow-sport region promises sun-kissed winter
for the youngest winter athletes, snowparks for
action-packed adventures and perfectly groomed
slopes that meet the needs of skiers and snowboardcross-country tracks winding through the stunning

titions of the WWG 2029 will take place is illuminated
the snow-covered winter landscape in a horse-drawn
excitement can explore the region around Lenzer-

winter landscape entices families to linger, whether
they are ice skating, building a snowman or checking
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1.7 History of Major Events and Experience
Switzerland plays host to hundreds of festivals as well as sports, cultural and political

Switzerland is and remains a superb host for successnational events take place in Switzerland every year,
including the World Economic Forum in Davos, Art

Football Championships, and the country presents
many major alpine and nordic events attracting
more than 40,000 spectators in the Graubünden
innovation and highlight the attractiveness of Swit-

It is natural for many sporting events to take place in
the planned locations as the infrastructure is already

Special Olympics already presented a successful event
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Name of Events

Description

Location

Year

Sixteen national teams
participated in the tour-

Letzigrund Zurich

2008

Basel

Every Year

IIHF Ice-Hockey
World Championships, Men

Bern and Kloten,
Zurich and Lausanne

2019
2020 (cancelled)

IFF World Championships, Men

Zurich & Bern

2012, 2022

The World
Economic Forum
UEFA European
Football Championship, Men

rounds and 30,585 visitors
Swiss Indoors

Tennis, ATP Tour 500

IFF Worlds Championships,
Women
Diamond League Meeting

2019 (cancelled)
25,000 visitors

Humorfestival Arosa

Letzigrund Zurich

Every Year

Arosa

Every Year

National Winter Games
Special Olympics

600 Athletes

Chur

2016

Chur Festival

80,000 visitors

Chur

Every Year

Lenzerheide

2005, 2007,
2011, 2013, 2014

FIS Ski World Championships
FIS Ski World Cup Finals
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1.8 Special Olympics Switzerland
History
Swiss athletes competed in Special Olympics Games

• empowering organizers of recreational sports
events to make their events accessible to people
with disabilities;
• presenting some 70 competitions in 19 sporting
disciplines in accordance with the Special Olympics
sports philosophy every year;

has been present as a foundation in Switzerland
of Swiss Olympic (NOC Switzerland) since 2018 and
thus has the same status as Swiss Paralympic and

SOSWI promotes sport for people with disabilities

• presenting National Winter and Summer Games
every two years (see below);
• sending and supporting delegations to the Special
Olympics World Winter and Summer Games every
two years;

• supporting sports associations and sports clubs
with disabilities;

physically and mentally promote people with intel-

National Games

1998

950 athletes + 250 coaches

6 sporting disciplines

2000

Airolo

350 athletes + 100 coaches

3 sporting disciplines

2002

Lausanne

1,265 athletes + 334 coaches

5 sporting disciplines

2004

Lenk

401 athletes + 125 coaches

3 sporting disciplines

2006

Zug

1,364 athletes + 505 coaches

8 sporting disciplines

2008

Lenzerheide

360 athletes + 154 coaches

5 sporting disciplines

2010

Le Locle / La Chaux-de-Fonds

1,156 athletes + 404 coaches

11 sporting disciplines

2012

Lenk

398 athletes + 140 coaches

4 sporting disciplines

2014

Bern

1,378 athletes + 484 coaches

13 sporting disciplines

2016

Chur

518 athletes + 201 coaches

4 sporting disciplines

2018

Geneva

1,576 athletes + 526 coaches

13 sporting disciplines

2020

Villars-sur-Ollon

580 athletes + 257 coaches

5 sporting disciplines

2022

St. Gallen

1,800 athletes + 600 coaches

15 sporting disciplines
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Athletes and Coaches
coaches train these athletes and accompany them to
Sporting Disciplines
Special Olympics also works with 16 organizers of
(14 summer and 6 winter sporting disciplines)
Bern) to make these events accessible to people
categories in which 995 athletes with disabilities
winter

Training
232 persons participated in 15 basic, sporting

summer

If the WWG 2029 should be hosted in Switzerland,
the skating and short track disciplines will be established and sustainably developed with the help

sporting discipline and support them in developing
works with Youth & Sport and a number of universities and universities of applied sciences, and trained
more than 212 people in adjusted and inclusive

These measures will ensure that Switzerland is also

Competition
In 2019, Special Olympics Switzerland organized 70
competitions in 18 sporting disciplines, which were

www.specialolympics.ch

“I really hope that the Games will be
broadcast on TV. And the Games would be a
sign that Switzerland is also committed to
marginalized groups. Furthermore, this would
be an experience I would never forget.”
Koni Schmid
SOSWI athlete, alpine skiing
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1.9 Endorsements for the Bid
The submission of the candidacy to host the WWG 2029 was met with great interest
people with disabilities and business partners are all very enthusiastic about the

Political Sector
• Graubünden
• Canton of Zurich
• City of Chur
• City of Zurich
• Community Arosa

Sport
• Federal Department of Sports (FASPO)
• Swiss Olympics
• Swiss Ski

Support Organizations for People
with Disabilities
• Federal Bureau for the Equality
of People with Disabilities
• Inclusion Handicap
• PluSport
• Procap
• Insieme
• Insos

Business Leaders and SOSWI Sponsors
• Switzerland Tourism
• Graubünden Tourism
• Zurich Tourism
• Chur Tourism
• Würth
• Johnson & Johnson
• Schroders
• Toyota

• SWISS ICE SKATING
• Swiss Dance Sport Federation

Media

Others
• ICT: Swisscom
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Gemeinde
Vaz/Obervaz

Lenzerheide
Marketing u. Support AG

Lenzerheide
Bergbahnen

Plam dil Roisch 2
7078 Lenzerheide
gemeinde@vazobervaz.ch
www.vazobervaz.ch

Voa Prinicpala 80
7078 Lenzerheide
info@lenzerheide.com
www.arosalenzerheide.swiss

Postfach 160
7078 Lenzerheide
bergbahnen@arosalenzerheide.swiss
www.arosalenzerheide.swiss

Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothy Shriver
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Mrs. Mary Davis
Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington DC 20036-3604 USA

Lenzerheide, December 19th 2020

Dear, Mr. Shriver, Dear Mrs. Davis
The municipality of Vaz/Obervaz is not very well known, however, the regions of Lenzerheide and Valbella, are
(not only because Roger Federer resides in Valbella).
100 years ago, the farmers only spent summers there due to the very harsh climate. Today, the village has 2850
inhabitants and approximately 28 000 during high season.
Lenzerheide-Valbella is situated at 1474 m. above sea level and is characterized by guaranteed snow. Together
with Arosa, the winter sports include a huge skiing area with 225 km of slopes. Nevertheless, our vacation
destination has been preserved as a family skiing area. The conditions in our high valley are a true paradise to
host an event like the Special Olympics World Games.
For this reason and in awareness of the great charisma of the Special Olympics World Winter Games, the
population of the vacation destination Lenzerheide is highly motivated to be part of it.
We are happy to promote the spirit of solidarity between people with and without disabilities and to
contribute to the togetherness with Chur, Arosa, Graubünden, Switzerland and entire Europe.
Being a father of a disabled son myself, I know what I am talking about. We look forward to welcoming you to
our vacation destination Lenzerheide.

Sincerely

Gemeinde Vaz/Obervaz
Mayor:

Lenzerheide Marketing u. Support AG
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Lenzerheide Bergbahnen
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Aron Moser

Ernst Aschi Wyrsch

Felix Frei
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Schweizerische EËdgenossenschaft

Confëdëration suisse
Confederazione Svizzera
Confederaziun svizra

Federal Department of Home Affairs FDHA

General Secretariat FDHA

Federal Bureau for the Equality of
People with Disabilities FBED

SwIss Confederation

CH-3003 Berne

GS-FDHA, FBED

Special Olympics International

Mr. TimotheyShriver, Chairman, Board of
Directors

Mrs. Mary Davis, Chief ExecutiveOfficer
1133 19th Street NW

Washington, DC 20036-3604

USA

Berne, 7 December 2020

Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029
Dear Mr. Chairman,
Dear Mrs. Davis,
The Special Olympics World Winter Games are a great expression of the values that characterise
Special OlympËcsand the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. These values also
shape the intensive and very professional preparatory work by the Organising Committee in
Switzerland. It attaches particular importance to the early and close involvement of authorities at
national, cantonal and municipal level, of civil society organisations and, of course, of people with
disabilities.The aim of this cooperation is to go beyond a sporting event and make the 2029 Winter
Games a real celebration of the inclusion of people with disabiIËtiesin Switzerland and beyond
The Federal Bureau for the EquaËityof People with Disabilities is committed to promoting the rights of
people with disabilities in Switzerland. The Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 offer a unique
opportunity to focus on people with disabilittes, their achievements and aspirations and their
contributionto society. We therefore fully support the candidacy to host the Games in Switzerland in
2029 and look forward to contributing to the preparation and implementation of the Games

Yours sincerely,

& c &@
Dr. Andreas Rieder
Head FBED

General Secretariat FDH A

Andreas Rieder

Inselgasse 1, 3003 Bern

Phone +41 58 46 38394, Andreas.Rieder@gs-edi,admin.ch
www .edi .admin.ch/ebgb
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Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothey Shriver, Chairman, Board of
Directors
Mrs. Mary Davis, Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA

Bern, November 26, 2020

Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029

Dear Mr Shriver,
Inclusion Handicap is committed to an inclusive society that guarantees people with
disabilities full participation in societal living. In an inclusive society, every person takes
part in society on an equal basis and contributes to diversity. All people focus on their
potential and strengths, whether at school, in the world of work or in sport. People with
and without disabilities shape society together.
The World Winter Games 2029 offer an opportunity to convey influential social values
and to remove obstacles for people with disabilities. The event will unite the Swiss
population and make them more open and understanding towards people who are
different.
Inclusion Handicap supports Special Olympics Switzerland’s bid to host the 2029 World
Championship and welcomes its commitment to actively promoting equality between
people with disabilities in society. And last but not least, this candidature represents a
real contribution to the implementation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Disabled (CRPD).
Yours sincerely,

Maya Graf
Co-President

Verena Kuonen
Co-President
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Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothey Shriver, Chairman, Board of Directors
Mrs. Mary Davis, Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA

Volketswil, 30th of October 2020

Dear Mr. Shriver, dear Mrs. Davis
PluSport is the umbrella organization for disabled sports in Switzerland. We have 12'000 members, 86 sports clubs, we organize 110 sports camps and 80 education courses. We support
young and elite sports athletes and are co-founders of the Swiss Paralympic Committee.
Furthermore, we founded Special Olympics in Switzerland in 1995 together with you.
Holding the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 in Switzerland would be a great opportunity for our athletes with a mental disability - this type of disability accounts for over 60% of the
members of our association. On the one hand, Swiss athletes are enthusiastic winter sportsmen
and women. On the other hand, Switzerland has a great deal of know-how and experience to
successfully organize events of this dimension.
Major events like this promote the integration and inclusion of people with disabilities. Together
with Special Olympics Switzerland, PluSport makes important contributions towards an inclusive
society. Hosting the World Winter Games in Switzerland would give this development a further
boost. We therefore explicitly welcome and support this candidacy. We will make every effort to
ensure that, if the Games are awarded to Switzerland, the entire disabled sports sector can
benefit and that a legacy concept is developed to ensure that the Games have a lasting social
benefit.

Kind regards,
PluSport
Disabled Sports Switzerland

Markus Gerber
President

René Will
Managing Director
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Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothey Shriver, Chairman, Board of Directors
Mrs. Mary Davis, Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA

Peter Saxenhofer
Tel. +41 31 385 33 03
peter.saxenhofer@insos.ch

Bern, 1. Oktober 2020

Letter of support
Dear Mr. Shriver, dear Mrs. Davis
is the Swiss organisation of service providers for people with disabilities. We allow the
concerns of 800 member organisations to be heard in politics, by the general public, in the world of work
and in vocational training. We support them in providing professional and demand-oriented assistance to
people with disabilities. We also facilitate exchange and networking among experts as well as with all
important players. INSOS Switzerland is committed to creating a framework that gives the providers scope
for creativity and optimal support for people with disabilities. Furthermore, the association is committed to
an inclusive society and strengthening the participation of people with disabilities.
In order to achieve our goal of an
, we need developments in various social areas including sport. The World Winter Games offer a unique opportunity to sensitize the general public and
motivate them to join in inclusive efforts. The Games are a great chance for athletes with disabilities to show
their skills, to be the center of attention for once and to be celebrated for their performances!
For this reason,
. This would be a valuable contribution to the
inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities.
With sporty greetings

Peter Saxenhofer
Director
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Swiss Olympic | Talgut-Zentrum 27 | CH-3063 Ittigen b. Bern

Swiss Olympic
Haus des Sports
Talgut-Zentrum 27
CH-3063 Ittigen b. Bern

Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothey Shriver, Chairman, Board of Directors
Mrs. Mary Davis, Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA

T +41 31 359 71 11
F +41 31 359 71 71
info@swissolympic.ch
www.swissolympic.ch

Ittigen, November 15, 2020

Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029

Dear Mr. Shriver,
Dear Mrs. Davis,
Swiss Olympic as National Olympic Committee is proud to support the candidature of Special
Olympics Switzerland to host the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029. Special Olympics
World Winter Games are a great opportunity to showcase the efforts and developments in sport and
politics to strengthen integration. Sport connects people and can serve as a model for the acceptance
and integration of special people.
Switzerland is one of the leading winter sports destinations and Swiss organisers have proven their
excellent event management skills in the past. The Committee is ready and well prepared to accept
the challenge of hosting the 2029 World Winter Games. The existing infrastructure meets high
quality standards and has already been used for other international world class events. By using
public transport, the bid breaks new ground and shows that the topic of sustainability is taken
seriously and is actively shaped and lived by all participants.
Swiss Olympic fully supports Special Olympics Switzerland and its host cities. Switzerland would
welcome all participants of the Special Olympics World Winter Games 20209 with great pride and
enthusiasm.
Kind regards
Swiss Olympic

Jürg Stahl
President

Roger Schnegg
General Secretary
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Special Olympics International
Mr Timothy Shriver, Chairman, Board of Directors
Mrs Mary Davis, CEO
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA
Muri b. Bern,

/ pmr

Dear Mr Shriver, dear Mrs Davis
As a winter sports nation, Switzerland has already hosted numerous major events on snow and
ice and has successfully demonstrated its expertise in staging international sporting events
many times. Swiss-Ski firmly believes that now is the time to welcome the international Special
Olympics family to our country for the first time ever for an unforgettable World Winter Games.
Accordingly, we are delighted that Special Olympics Switzerland has decided to launch its bid
to host the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029. Swiss-Ski is one hundred per cent
ready to support the Swiss bid and the implementation of the 14th World Winter Games as
effectively as possible.
The intention to stage the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 is a powerful symbol of
appreciation, acceptance and integration of people with mental disabilities. As the largest
winter sports association in Switzerland, Swiss-Ski is convinced that holding the Special
Olympics World Winter Games 2029 in the heart of the Alps would not only be an unforgettable
experience for the participating athletes but would also benefit Swiss society as a whole in the
long term.
We would therefore be delighted if, for the first time, Switzerland were given the opportunity
to host the most important sporting event for people with disabilities in the world in 2029.
Yours sincerely,
Swiss-Ski

Dr. Urs Lehmann

Bernhard Aregger

President

CEO
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swiss unihockey
Haus des Sports
Talgut-Zentrum 27
CH-3063 Ittigen bei Bern

Tel. +41 31 330 24 44
Fax +41 31 330 24 49
info@swissunihockey.ch
www.swissunihockey.ch

Special Olympics International
Mr Timothy Shriver, Chairman
Mrs Mary Davis, CEO
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA

Ort, Datum

Ittigen, 30.11.2020

Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029
Dear Mr Shriver, dear Mrs Davis
swiss unihockey as a partner of Special Olympics Switzerland is very pleased that Special Olympics
Switzerland has decided to start the bid to host the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029.
Switzerland is a perfect spot for such a great event, and we believe that Special Olympics Switzerland is a
excellent partner due to its enthusiasm, organization level and energy. swiss unihockey is proud partner of
Special Olympics Switzerland for many years. Our values like partnership, sustainability and inclusion are
key factors in our activities and actions. Values that connect Special Olympics Switzerland, the Special
Olympics World Winter Games 2029 and swiss unihockey.
swiss unihockey is delighted to support the run of Special Olympics Switzerland for the World Winter Games
with its power and network. We believe that the inclusion of athletes with mental disabilities in the sports
world has a big impact for the whole swiss society. The bid for the 14th World Winter Games is a powerful
signal for all those athletes!
We would be thrilled if Switzerland were given the opportunity to host the most important sporting event for
people with disabilities - Special Olympics World Winter Games - in the world in 2029.

Yours sincerely,
swiss unihockey

Daniel Bareiss
Zentralpräsident

Michael Zoss
Secretary General

1/1
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Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothey Shriver, Chairman,
Board of Directors
Mrs. Mary Davis, Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA
Date
Contact
E-Mail

26. Oktober 2020
Diana Barbacci Lévy
president@swissiceskating.ch

Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029
Dear Mr. Shriver,
Dear Mrs. Davis,
It is a pleasure for us to contact you to express the full support of Swiss Ice Skating for the candidacy
of Special Olympics Switzerland to host the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029. With Short
Track and Figure Skating, two new sports of the Ice Skating family will also be included in the program
2029.
Switzerland is a country of sport enthusiasts, a country which has hosted international sport events very
successfully, both for athletes with and without disabilities. We are fortunate to provide modern sporting
facilities, effective transport systems and, above all, a long tradition of volunteerism in sport. Parallel to
the competitions we particularly focus on involving the public and spreading the Olympic values.
We are therefore convinced that hosting the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 would be an
unforgettable event not only for the athletes but also for the whole sporting movement in Switzerland.
We very much hope that we will be able welcome the Special Olympics athletes from all over the world
in Switzerland 2029.
Sincerely yours
Swiss Ice Skating

Diana Barbacci Lévy
President

Matthias Baumberger
General Manager
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Swiss Dance Sport Federation (SDSF)

Special Olympics International
Mr Timothy Shriver, Chairman of Board of Directors
Mrs Mary Davis, CEO
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA

Basel, 1st December 2020

Dear Mr Shriver, dear Mrs Davis
We are delighted, that Special Olympics Switzerland has decided to launch its bid to host the
Special Olympic World Winter Games 2029.
Of course, we are especially pleased that dancing - following the motto DanceSport for All! has found its way into the Special Olympic World.
As a typically winter sports-enthusiastic nation, Switzerland is predestined to a high degree
to host these Winter Games, and hosting these games in the heart of the Alps will be an
unforgettable experience for all those involved and affected.
We wish the bid all the necessary success and the organisation all the best. A warm welcome
to everybody who is willing to share the enthusiasm for sport with us. A special welcome to
those people that bring their special abilities to us so we can feel that we all are one in the
world of sport.
With our very best regards

Swiss Dance Sport Federation

Walter Vogt
President

Sophie Sancosme
Treasurer
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Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothey Shriver, Chairman, Board of Directors
Mrs. Mary Davis, Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA

Zurich, November 2020
Statement of support for the bid to host the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 in Switzerland
Dear Mr. Shriver, dear Mrs. Davis
On behalf of Zürich Tourism, I would like to express our support for the proposal to hold the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 in Zürich. Zürich Tourism highly appreciates and supports the idea of hosting this international sport event for people with intellectual disabilities.
As an organization, Zürich Tourism actively promotes quality and ecological, economic and social sustainability and, in collaboration with its partners, is systematically implementing this philosophy: top positions
in international rankings underscore this commitment.
In order to promote social sustainability, but most importantly the purposes of diversity and inclusion, Zürich Tourism closely collaborates with the association Barrierefreie Schweiz and in this context is providing
information about the accessibility of their offer to the public. In this way, people with disabilities benefit
from greater autonomy and ease in planning their trips.
Supporting the Special Olympics World Winter Games, being an international demonstration of inclusion,
acceptance and unity goes hand in hand with the long term vision Zürich Tourism is pursuing – namely
becoming a so-called smart destination.
Zürich Tourism will provide full support to the organisation of the Special Olympics World Winter Games
2029 in Switzerland and is looking forward to welcoming all athletes, their families and coaches, all volunteers and officials to an exciting, joyful and outstanding Event.
Yours sincerely,
ZÜRICH TOURISM

Martin Sturzenegger, CEO
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Special Olympics International
Mr Timothey Shriver, Board of Directors
1133 19th St NW
Washington DC 20036-3604
USA

Zurich, October 20th, 2020

2029 Special Olympics World Games

Dear Mr Shriver,
It is a pleasure for SRG to contact you in expressing our support for Switzerland to host the
Special Olympics Winter Games 2029.
Switzerland is a country of sports enthusiasts; a country which has very successfully hosted
international sports events, both for athletes with and without disabilities. As a public
broadcaster, SRG always endeavors to report on sports events involving people with
disabilities and in this way we seek to contribute toward inclusion in our society.
Should Switzerland’s bid to host the Special Olympics win, then SRG will provide committed
coverage of the event across all platforms (TV, radio and mobile).
We very much hope that Switzerland will be able to welcome the Special Olympics athletes
from all over the world in 2029.
With our best wishes,

Roland Mägerle
Head of Sports SRG SSR

Karin Nussbaumer
Head of National Production
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Special Olympics International
Mr. Timothy Shriver, Chairman, Board of Directors
Ms. Mary Davis, Chief Executive Officer
1133 19th Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-3604
USA
Lucerne, November 16, 2020

Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029

Dear Ms. Davis,
Dear Mr. Shriver,
We are very pleased that Special Olympics Switzerland is applying to host the Special Olympics
World Winter Games 2029. The entire bid is based on a comprehensive and convincing sustainability
concept. An important part of this concept is ensuring the mobility of all athletes, officials, coaches,
assistants and other participants on public transport.
Public transport has a long tradition and very prominent social standing in Switzerland. The Swiss
Federal Railways SBB are among the best and most comfortable railway companies in the world.
Thanks to the well-connected public transport network, all participants can reach the competition and
event locations quickly, safely and in comfort and convenience. Numerous major sporting events such
as the annual Ski World Cup, Ice Hockey World Championship, Bobsleigh World Cup and many other
events have already benefited from this excellent service. It would be a great pleasure for us to supply
public transport services for participants of the World Winter Games as well, and thus contribute to an
unforgettable experience and the best possible competition conditions.
We are convinced that the World Winter Games in Switzerland would be an exceptional event with
perfect conditions and infrastructure for all participants, and hope to have the opportunity to welcome
numerous athletes from all over the world to Switzerland in 2029.
Sincerely yours,

RailAway AG

Chantal Beck
Chief Executive Officer

RailAway AG
Swiss Federal Railways SBB
Zentralstrasse 7 6002 Lucerne Switzerland
sbb.ch/en/railaway
Phone
+41 51 227 33 81

Jürg Emmenegger
Head of Partner Management
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2 Comunication and Marketing
2.1 Public Awareness
and the signing of the framework agreement on

recognize the potential of the WWG 2029 to serve as
catalyst and accelerator for the implementation of

in 2018, SOSWI has positioned itself in the world of
Recognition of SOSWI among the broader public

2.2 Communication
renowned paraplegic center with a large support
Communication about the WWG 2029 project startSPA and PluSport, the association for disabled sport
in Switzerland, are the founders and the sponsors of
Swiss Paralympics, which enjoys a high degree of ac-

Actual communication about the event itself in
order to attract spectators will begin in 2028 for the

have a good reputation and are widely recognized
disabilities are present in the public domain and very
Existing SOSWI events and partners will be used
throughout the project phase to introduce the WWG
too few organizations with a good political network
and long-standing, separate structures, people with
intellectual disabilities have a low presence in Switdialogue about inclusion, participation and access re-

Communication will at all times focus on athletes
from the various countries, who will be accompanied
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2.3 Media Cooperation
Media reporting will be based on partnerships with
Co-operation with public-sector and private media
organizations supported by technological resources
guarantees comprehensive media coverage in all re-

The following national partners play a key role:
SRG SSR is an independent, federalist media company organized under private law with around 6,000
zera (RSI), Radiotelevisiun Svizra Rumantscha (RTR),
Radio Télévision Suisse (RTS), Schweizer Radio und

Ringier is an internationally active, modern media
-

Somedia is the leading media company in southeastern Switzerland: committed to the region, rooted
company is privately owned and has no ties with any

Suitable cooperation agreements will be secured
between the LOC, technological partner, SRG, SSR,

2 Comunication and Marketing
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2.4 Event Marketing
Candidacy

the WWG 2029, which will start with the awarding of

started with the preparation of this candidacy dossiDevelopment of Sports and Inclusion
In preparation for the WWG 2029, the sporting

12 October 2020:

veloped in Switzerland in collaboration with Swiss Ice

sporting disciplines are not yet accessible to people
with intellectual disabilities in Switzerland and there

international and national umbrella associations),
projects will be developed with a view to the WWG

both already partners of SOSWI, will be expanded
Special Olympics Events
Special Olympics events will be included in the
media reporting:
• World Winter Games 2022 (Russia) and 2025
• SOSWI National Winter Games 2024 (Haslital
Brienz) and 2028 (Pre-Games Chur)
• World Summer Games 2023 (Germany) and 2027

Training and support for coaches in the alpine skiing,

Cooperation, partnerships and the experience
gained from preparing the event will be used to pro-

and 2026
Celebrities and Messengers
Prominent celebrities and Special Olympics athletes
will feature throughout the marketing campaign for

advisory services for sports associations, local support for sports clubs and projects in collaboration
with Swiss Olympic, the cantons and the federal

“I am impressed by the achievements of athletes with
intellectual disabilities. It would be amazing to host the
world’s largest sports event for people with disabilities
in my home region of Grisons. Meeting athletes from
Special Olympics is always a very enriching experience
and reveals important human values.”
Nino Niederreiter
Swiss NHL player and ambassador for the
World Winter Games Switzerland 2029
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3 Sport and Competition Venues
3.1 Sport and Competition Venues
The host venues for the WWG 2029 competitions are located in a compact geographic

The three host venues have good rail and bus connections and travelling from one

Competition venues

Chur

5km

10km

15km

20km

Arosa
1h

Lenzerheide
30min
Chur
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Alpine Skiing / Snowboarding
Location: Carmenna chairlift, 7050 Arosa
Description
Distance to Accommodation
Status of Venue

Alpine Skiing Area
5 km
Existing

Competition Venue
Warm-up Venue
Capacity

Yes
Yes, along the course
Standing capacity along the course,
500 pax seating capacity at Finish Area
Accessible (Cable Cars)
Snowboard World Championships

Accessibility
Major Competition

Cross Country

Description
Distance to Accommodation
Status of Venue

Swiss Biathlon Center
10 km
Existing

Competition Venue
Warm-up Venue
Capacity

Yes
Yes, along the Corse
Standing capacity along the course,
500 pax seating capacity at Finish Area
Accessible

Accessibility
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Dancesport
Location: Tennishalle, Voa Parvenda 2A, 7078 Lenzerheide
Description
Distance to Accommodation
Status of Venue

Tennis Center
5 km
Existing

Competition Venue
Warm-up Venue
Capacity

Yes
Yes
Standing capacity along the course
200 pax seating capacity
Accessible

Accessibility

events Special Olympics Switzerland
Snowshoeing
Location: Heidsee, 7078 Lenzerheide
Description
Distance to Accommodation
Status of Venue

Frozen Lake
5 km
Existing

Competition Venue
Warm-up Venue
Capacity

Yes
Yes
Standing capacity along the course,
200 pax seating capacity at Finish Area
Accessible

Accessibility

Floorball
Location: Obere Au exhibition and event center, 7000 Chur
Description
Distance to Accommodation
Status of Venue

Exhibition, Event and Sport Venue
2 km
In planning, to be completed in 2025

Competition Venue
Warm-up Venue
Capacity

Yes
Yes
Standing capacity,

Accessibility

Accessible
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Short Track & Figure Skating
Location: Thomas Domenig Stadium, Grossbruggerweg 6, 7000 Chur
Description
Distance to Accommodation
Status of Venue

Ice Stadium
5 km
Existing

Competition Venue
Warm-up Venue

Yes
Yes

Accessibility

1700 Seating capacity
Accessible

Floor Hockey
Location: Gewerbliche Berufsschule Chur, Scalettastrasse 33, 7000 Chur
Description
Distance to Accommodation
Status of Venue

Sports Hall
5 km
Existing

Competition Venue
Warm-up Venue
Capacity

Yes
Yes
500 Standing capacity and
seating capacity
Accessible

Accessibility

“For me, the World Winter Games in
Switzerland mean a lot of joy, being together
with colleagues and really celebrating.”
Stefano Saladino,

3 Sport and Competition Venues
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Indoor and Ice Competitions in Chur

1

Figure skating
Thomas Domenig Stadium
190 athletes
48 coaches
240 participants

Short Track
Thomas Domenig Stadium

1

214 athletes
55 coaches
269 participants

2
2

3

OLYMPIC TOWN,
HEALTHY ATHLETES &
CLOSING CEREMONY
Floorball
Obere Au exhibition and event center
614 athletes
154 coaches
768 participants

3

Floor Hockey

192 athletes
48 coaches
240 participants

The Thomas Domenig Stadium and Obere Au exhibition and event center are located

Chur
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Alpine Snow-Sport Competitions in Arosa

used for the alpine skiing and snowboarding competitions (see colored areas), with

1

Alpine Skiing
Carmenna chairlift
400 athletes
100 coaches
500 participants

Snowboard
Carmenna chairlift

Half-way station

80 athletes
20 coaches
100 participants

Intermediate
& Advanced

Carmenna

1
Novices

The Carmenna chairlift with its half-way station will be the main mode of transport for

Two temporary spectator stands in both areas (dark semi-circles) and a large screen

-

-
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Nordic Snow-Sport Competitions and Dancesport in Lenzerheide
The cross country, snowshoeing and dance competitions will take place in Lenzerheide

3

Lenzerheide

1

1

2

Snowshoeing
Heidsee
300 athletes
75 coaches
375 participants

2

Dancesport
Lenzerheide indoor tennis center
130 athletes
33 coaches
163 participants

3

Cross country
Biathlon Arena
380 athletes
95 coaches
475 participants

-

which guarantees the delivery of snow-sport competitions even if the temperature

around the Rothorn valley station located near Lake Heidsee will provide the required

3 Sport and Competition Venues
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Sports Infrastructure
Most of the infrastructure for the delivery of the sports competitions is already availa-

Further information about this project:
https://www.obereau-2020.ch/ueberblick-obere-au-chur.html.

Simple temporary buildings are planned for the outdoor events in Arosa and

3 Sport and Competition Venues
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3.2 Special Competition Activities &
Demonstrations

3.4 Motor Activity Training Program MATP
The plan is to present an MATP at the WWG 2029 in

SOSWI recognized curling as a sporting discipline in
be developed sustainably throughout Switzerland in
a demonstration sport at the WWG 2029 in order to
allow the Special Olympics programs that include

3.5 Clinics and Demonstrations
3.3

In cooperation with the legacy implementation part-

specially recruited and prepared SOSWI athletes who
do not belong to the SOSWI delegation will take care

order to get to know and practice the sporting disci-

“I want the world to know that we are normal athletes
and people. Winning a medal is great but winning is
not everything. It is nice to have time for something
you enjoy and have fun doing. The main thing is that
we are together as a Special Olympics team and show
the world what we are capable of. Our coaches do a
great job preparing us for the competitions. It would be
fantastic to have the World Games in Switzerland. The
National Winter Games last year in Villars was the best
event we ever had. Yes, Swiss can!”
Maj-Lis Wiekert
SOSWI athlete, alpine skiing
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4 Non-Sports Events, Activities,
Programs and Venues
4.1 Opening Ceremony
The opening ceremony for the WWG 2029 and the
receptions surrounding the opening ceremony will

The ceremony will also have a universal appeal in
order to maximize the media reach and underscore

Thanks to its central location and its connections via
its airport and train station, Zurich is a popular venue

The ceremony will be an unforgettable experience

committed itself to the active promotion of equal
Letzigrund has excelled as a sports venue for many
The opening ceremony will mark the start of the
noon in the Letzigrund stadium, will be planned to
meet the highest standards of quality in terms of
both its organization and its content, and the proThe opening ceremony will include the traditional
parade of the delegations as well as the lighting of

and GC Zürich soccer teams, as well as the LC Zürich
venue for the Weltklasse Zürich athletics meetings,
grund hosted three games in the group stages of the
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Letzigrund stadium, Zurich

1

Tram stop

2

Altstetten train station

2

By foot: 25 minutes

3

Hardbrücke train station

4

Zurich main station

5

Zurich Convention Center

3

Ba
de
ne
rst
ra
ss
e

1

1km

2km

3km
4

Zürich

5
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4.2 Closing Ceremony
The closing ceremony marks the end of the WWG
2029 and should also generate excitement about the
and event center in Chur, and is also intended as an
expression of gratitude to those involved locally for

The closing ceremony will be staged as a big party
for everyone involved (athletes, coaches, volunteers,

tailored catering concept on request and make the
Zurich Convention Center is a trailblazer when it
comes to sustainable development and operates on

4.4 Global Torch Run
The concept for the Swiss bid envisions that the
torch used in the Global Torch Run will be lit in Aththen be taken on a 60-day tour throughout Switzer-

4.3 Opening Ceremony Reception and
Founders Reception

Law Enforcement Torch Run (LETR) Final Leg, imme-

The big receptions and dinners will be held at Zurich
biggest venue of its kind in central Zurich, right next

4.5 Global Youth Leadership Summit

the areas and rooms can be made smaller, bigger,

In accordance with the requirements, the Global
Youth Leadership Summit will be organized for
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4.6 Healthy Athletes Program and
Train-the-Trainer Seminar
The Healthy Athletes® program will be run at the Obere Au exhibition and

are carried out in a pleasant atmosphere, and cover the following areas:

The internationally standardized check-ups of the Healthy Athletes® proAround 250 volunteers will be involved, who will have specialist expertise
will build up partnerships with the relevant specialist organizations in Swit-
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4.7 Host Town Program
The Host Town program is the most important
aspect of the legacy of the WWG 2029! It will run for
four days and help the delegations to acclimatize,
get used to the way things are, and learn a bit about
-

The 105 delegations expected to attend will arrive
on the Tuesday before the opening ceremony and
transfer directly to their host towns, using public

nine locations within the canton, based on the nine
participate in the Host Town program in the canton
of Zurich, divided between 12 districts and 12 munici-

Each host town has a committee that is responsible
for the execution of the program and the well-being
Host Town committees will draw up a concept based

Town program spans the whole of Switzerland
will be assigned to the cantons depending on the
of Graubünden, where the Swiss delegation will
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The goals of the Host Town program:
• Acclimatization to the conditions in Switzerland
• Sporting activities
• Cultural activities and entertainment
• Social interaction with the local population in
accordance with a special program (based on the
legacy topics)
• Visits to schools
• Building up a fan base
On the Saturday morning, all delegations will take
public transport from their host towns to the Letzigrund stadium in Zurich, where they will take part in

vice clubs, the Host Town program will raise awareness of the issue of inclusion and diversity, and gener-

A special concept for selecting the towns and
communities that will take part in the Host Town
program has been developed in partnership with
to be appointed, will specify these venues and the

The costs for the organization, accommodation, catering and hospitality during the Host Town program
will be borne by the respective towns and communities, tourist organizations, local partners and service

Thanks to the engagement of the local population,
and partnerships with schools, institutions and ser-

Competition venues

Canton of Zurich (districts)

Swiss delegations
Host Town program

Zurich
Bülach

Winterthur

Zürich
Uster

Hinwil
Meilen

Chur
Arosa
Lenzerheide

City of Zurich (municipalities)
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4.8 Law Enforcement Torch Run (LETR)

The LETR Final Leg starts in Chur on the Tuesday before the opening ceremony, where around 80 police

Venues

LETR Final Leg

Torch run
60 days

St. Gallen
Zurich

Chur

Geneva
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4.9 Receptions, Meetings, Summits and Dinners
In addition to the activities already described, SOSWI is supporting an active program of receptions
second week of the event will bring the Special Olympics community together in order to celebrate
at a particular group of individuals and the guest lists will be carefully drawn up to ensure that every

Venues
Location: Stadion Letzigrund, Badenerstrasse 500, 8048 Zurich
Description

Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Sports Arena
Event Arena and Meeting-Rooms
29,630-seat capacity
Zurich city center: 3 km
Chur: 120 km
Lenzerheide: 140 km
Arosa: 150
Existing
Accessible
• Opening Ceremony (15,000)
• Honored Guest Reception (up to 800)
• Families Reception (up to 2,000)
• Media Reception

Location: Zurich Convention Center, Gotthardstrasse 5, 8002 Zurich
Description

Convention Center with functional

Distance to Accommodation

Centre Zurich
Chur: 120 km
Lenzerheide: 140 km
Arosa: 150

Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Accessible
• Pre-Opening Ceremony Reception (500 to 800)
• Reception in Honor of Founder Eunice
Kennedy Shriver (400 to 600)
• Honored Guest Reception (up to 800)
• Media Reception
(800)
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Location: Obere Au exhibition and event center, 7000 Chur
Description
Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Event Arena and functional Meeting-Rooms
Center: 2 km
Lenzerheide: 18 km
Arosa: 30 km
In planning, scheduled for completion in 2025
Accessible
• Closing Ceremony
• Board of Directors Meeting & Dinner (250)
• Healthy Athletes Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observers Program (50 to 60)
Policy Events (100 to 150)
Pre-Games Head of Delegation Seminar (330)
Pre-Games Sponsor Summits (100 to 200)
Program Leaders Meetings (50 and 200)
Torch Run Dinner (up to 200)
Healthy Athletes Reception (up to 500)
Pre-Closing Ceremony Reception (300 to 500)
Media Reception

Location: CITY WEST Hotel Restaurant Events, Comercialstrasse 32, 7000 Chur
Description
Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Meeting rooms in a 4-star-hotel
Center: 2 km
Lenzerheide: 15 km
Arosa: 30 km
Existing
Accessible
• Board of Directors Meeting & Dinner (250)
• Policy Events (100 to 150)
• Pre-Games Sponsor Summits (100 to 200)
• Program Leaders Meetings (50 and 200)
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Location: Hotel Stern, Reichsgasse 11, 7000 Chur
Description
Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Meeting rooms in a 4-star-hotel
Center: 0 km
Lenzerheide: 18 km
Arosa: 30 km
Existing
Accessible
• Board of Directors Meeting & Dinner (250)
• Policy Events (100 to 150)
• Pre-Games Sponsor Summits (100 to 200)
• Program Leaders Meetings (50 and 200)
• Torch Run Dinner (up to 200)

Location: Biathlon Arena, Voia da, Alp Bual 1, 7083 Lantsch/Lenz
Description
Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Meeting Rooms and Event Area
Lenzerheide: 2 km
Chur: 20 km
Arosa: 50 km
Existing
Accessible
• Board of Directors Meeting & Dinner (250)
• Observers Program (50 to 60)
• Policy Events (100 to 150)
• Pre-Games Head of Delegation Seminar (330)
• Pre-Games Sponsor Summits (100 to 200)

Location: Hotel Schweizerhof, Voa Principala 39, 7078 Lenzerheide
Description
Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Hotel with meeting rooms
Chur: 18 km
Lenzerheide: 0–5 km
Arosa: 50 km
Existing
Accessible
• Observers Program (50 to 60)
• Policy Events (100 to 150)
• Pre-Games Sponsor Summits (100 to 200)
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Location: Sport- und Kongresszentrum, Poststrasse 27, 7050 Arosa
Description
Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Convention Center
Chur: 30 km
Lenzerheide: 50 km
Arosa: 0 km
Existing
Accessible
• Board of Directors Meeting & Dinner (250)
• Observers Program (50 to 60)
• Policy Events (100 to 150)
• Pre-Games Head of Delegation Seminar (330)

Location: Hotel Kulm, Innere Poststrasse, 7050 Arosa
Description
Distance to Accommodation

Status of Venue
Accessibility
Non-Sport Events

Hotel with meeting rooms
Chur: 30 km
Lenzerheide: 50 km
Arosa: 0 km
Existing
Accessible
• Board of Directors Meeting & Dinner (250)
• Policy Events (100 to 150)
• Pre-Games Head of Delegation Seminar (330)
• Pre-Games Sponsor Summits (100 to 200)

“I would be happy to have the World Games in
Switzerland in order to show to the whole world
how brave and great we are.”
Gilda Buzzolini
SOSWI athlete, tennis
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4.10 Special Olympics Festival

4.14 Fans in the Stands Program and
Schools Strategies

During the WWG 2029, a program of sports and
-

This will be developed and implemented together
with the partners of the WWG 2029 and disability

The fans and schools strategy is based on the Host
Town program and the torch run, which are coorprovides the basis for involving the whole country in
ary 2029 when the torch, which will be lit in Athens,
arrives in Geneva, before making its way throughout

as well as opportunities for dialog and getting to

take in the towns and villages taking part in the Host
a large number of exhibitors, themed encounter
Torch Run (LETR) Final Leg, immediately before the

4.11 Observer Program

The aim of the torch run is to visit a large number of
schools and institutions, and give them the oppor-

The Observer program is aimed at potential venues

run means awareness at the local, national and intercommunity on board with fan projects and preparing

including schools, sports associations and clubs, international organizations and personalities from the

4.12 Arts and Cultural Program
-

The run will be conceived, planned and implemented
in close partnership with the Swiss Conference of

with the Swiss art and culture scene, concepts will be
developed and implemented that will help achieve
the goals of the WWG 2029 and raise awareness of

4.15 Research Project and Impact Study
4.13 Athlete Entertainment
In addition to the competitions themselves and the

with Swiss Special Olympics athletes, a concept will
be developed that includes cultural, tourist and
recover, talk and enjoy themselves away from the

The WWG 2029 will provide universities and technical colleges with an opportunity to develop and
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5 Support Services, Operations
and Participant Programs
5.1 Accommodation

CAPACITY
Hotels
Other accommodation providers
Collective accommodation
Total

Arosa
3,564
3,486
1,624
8,674

Lenzerheide
2,524
1,702
500
4,726

Chur
1,260
58
185
2,012

Zurich
15,000
15,000

Source: Graubünden Economic Development and Tourism Agency, 2019 accommodation capacity statistics

REQUIREMENTS
Delegations including DALs
Family members
Volunteers
Sport delegates
Media representatives
Invited guests
Total

Arosa

Lenzerheide

Chur

Zurich

300
400
500

300
640
500

300
960
500

0
1,000
300

100
200
150
2,400

150
200
150
3,105

200
200
150
4,035

0
400
1,500
3,550

The two tourist destinations Arosa and Lenzerheide
have a large number of beds available and can proities report that about 300 extra beds will be added

Spectators from the region and day-trippers from
throughout Switzerland will not require any accom-

as well as other destinations in Graubünden such as
It will be necessary to use accommodation facilities
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Accommodation in connection with the opening
delegations will spend the night in the host towns
before the opening ceremony and then at the venue

Both airports have a well-established entry processing system, so extended waiting times will not be an

stay overnight in Zurich after the competitions and

The plan is for the invited guests and some of the

Zurich Airport is situated 12 kilometers away from
the Convention Center (25 minutes by train, or 12 by

5.2 Arrival and Departure

tions within the country, as well as daily connections

Switzerland has three international airports and a
will be directed to travel via the airports in Geneva
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5.3 Sustainability, Catering,
Cleaning and Waste
Sustainability
Sustainability is not only an important part of the
WWG 2029 for reasons relating to society (legacy),
but also from an economic and environmental

A midday meal and packed lunch will be provided
to the delegations during the opening ceremony
the host town and dinner at the hotels in the venue

Applied Sciences and Arts and myClimate will be engaged to develop and implement concepts in order
-

Catering
The catering concept envisions the provision of
breakfast and dinner to the athletes and coaches

All the event venues work with professional catering
companies and have a lot of experience catering for

The big receptions and dinners will be held at Zurich

tailored catering concept on request and make the
catering stations provided by local caterers, with
snacks and lunch for the athletes, coaches and volun-

Cleaning and Waste
Switzerland is one of the world leaders in recycling

at certain competition venues in order to ensure the

arate and recycle organic and recyclable waste whilst

Restaurants will also be run for spectators and all

provides nearly all CO2-friendly electricity to its cit-

“Special Olympics is so much more than
sport to me. It is family. To host the World
Games in our country would be unforgettable
and marvelous.”
Andrea Rellstab
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Waste and Littering
Events usually produce a great deal of waste, which

Nature and Landscape
Events held in a natural setting run the risk of having

system for reusing dishes and cups can greatly re-

and minimize the impact, the routes for the SOLA
relay organized by the Zurich Academic Sports Association are marked using sawdust and metal signs
clean-up team drives along the entire route putting

Power and Infrastructure
The power used by events, and the associated CO2
emissions, have a relatively strong negative impact
opening ceremony at the Letzigrund stadium will be

Ethics and Social Issues
A large part of the social and environmental impact
porating social and ecological aspects into procure-
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5.6 Medical Services

Athletes and coaches will be given their credentials
by the LOC member responsible for their delegation
(Delegation Liaison) as soon as they arrive in SwitzerMedical care covers all elements of the WWG 2029
provided during the WWG2029 at the Obere Au exhibition and event center in Chur and at the Letzigrund

the ceremonies and the actual competitions them-

allow people with authorization to quickly and easily
ple can already obtain their credentials in advance

When registering for the WWG 2029 through SOI, a
medical questionnaire is used to record the health
their disabilities, participants can only take part in

Credentials will be checked at the venue entrances
by volunteers, backed up by security personnel

This must already be available when the participant

The LOC will put together a master plan of which

Participants and volunteers alike are insured through
and their costs (guest insurance for participants,
accident insurance for volunteers) are dealt with in

This means that only registered persons will be
The medical care provided in connection with the
WWG 2029 centers around the partnership with
Graubünden Cantonal Hospital in Chur, Triemli Hospi-

5.5 Language Services
can essentially be modelled on a major Swiss grassWith four languages spoken, Switzerland is a country
to their native language (German, French or Italian),
every Swiss national speaks at least one of the coun-

The communications for the Games will be provided
in four languages: English, German, French and
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5.7 Protocol and International Relations
Protocol
-

Secondly, Switzerland is host to numerous international organizations and conferences: Geneva is one
-

by the FDFA is responsible for ensuring that visits by
abroad by the President of the Confederation and the
Federal Foreign Minister as well as their participation
-

Visa and Immigration Requirements
Switzerland adhered to the Schengen and Dublin
-

the Schengen States may require a visa or a work

for support for the diplomatic and consular missions
preconditions for issuing visas to foreigners who
International Relations
Switzerland implements its foreign policy strategy

up to 90 days within a period of 180 days within the
sovereign territories of the Schengen Agreement

Policy Strategy 2020–23 sets out the main lines and
Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,
Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
the Slovak Republic, Sweden and Switzerland
Firstly, it is a member of an array of international
Council of Europe, the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe and the Francophonie Organization, which enjoy close economic, political, social,

Some 170 countries have accredited an ambassador

countries that have no freedom-of-movement treaty

head permanent missions and are thus accredited
have in their possession a recognized and valid travel
document that is valid for at least three months after
the planned exit, hold the necessary visa, and do not
The 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations
those third countries whose nationals require a visa to
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that exceed the temporary status of 90 days within
a period of 180 days, in such exceptions a national

sports events (to the extent that Switzerland has
assumed performance guarantees) require no separate permit from the Swiss Federal Department of

for longer term stays in Switzerland (more than 90
the cantonal migration authority competent for the

to all employees and representatives of the respective national sports associations taking part in the

For a Schengen visa, the visa application can be submitted no earlier than six months before the planned
Norway and Switzerland as a EFTA member) do not

As regards sports events such as the WWG2029
third-country nationals who are accredited by the
relevant organizing committee to help prepare, participate in, carry out, and follow up on international

must be submitted along with the visa application as
-

The LOC will provide a service for all participating SO
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5.8 Safety and Security
The safety and security concept includes the continuous analysis of potential scenarios with the aim of
tion is generally made between protection against
malicious activity (security) and protection against

The cantonal police organizations assume responsibility for safety and security in their respective
-

Responsibility for providing safety and security is
distribution of responsibilities between the federal
authorities and responsibilities of the local munici-

tasks in their territories depending on the size of

federal government only handles responsibilities
that exceed the capacities of the cantons or require

This police force ensures that travelers are safe and

In addition to public sector resources, private security
nates with its partner organizations in other countries in order to prosecute and investigate criminal

This mainly relates to granting entry and ensuring
compliance with applicable safety and security regu-

Chur and Zurich City Police
Investigating and prosecuting serious crime at a

Chur City Police are responsible for the safety
and security of the population in the municipal

Source: Federal Department of Justice and Police (FDJP), 2014
Source: Chur City Police, 2020

Graubünden and Zurich Cantonal Police
Arosa and Vaz/Obervaz Municipal Police
The cantonal police force of Graubünden guaranThe municipal police forces handle a variety of

Source: Graubünden Cantonal Police, 2020
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Both the federal police and the cantonal police
forces have extensive experience of protecting

tonal police force of Graubünden guarantees safety
and security in partnership with the municipal police

around 3,000 internationally respected guests in the
been held in Davos, not far from the venue locations
cantonal police forces of Graubünden and Zurich will
guarantee the safety and security of participants

The safety and security of the athletes, coaches,
carers and spectators are ensured by the clear division of authorities and responsibilities between the
the various forces also ensures that events will run
smoothly, from analyzing the situation, organization

annual sporting events include the Spengler Cup and
-

“The feasibility analyses are based on the lessons
learned and experience gained from various major
sporting events, such as the UEFA EURO 08, the World
Ski Championships held in St. Moritz in 2003 and
2017 and the annual World Economic Forum (WEF) in
Davos. Based on these experiences and the feasibility
analyses carried out thus far, it is clear that safety
and security can be guaranteed in connection with the
hosting of the Special Olympics World Winter Games.”
Walter Schlegel
Commander in Chief Graubünden Police
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5.9 Transportation

The highest priorities of the transportation concept are the consistent use of public transport (SBB,

The concept is built around two airports (Zurich and Geneva) for delegations not arriving by train,

The transportation concept, which was designed by RailAway, includes the transportation of delegations from the airport or from the Swiss border to the host towns, from there to the opening cere-

Competition venues

International
Airport Zürich

International Airport

New York
9h
Dubai
6h
Moscow
Barcelona
2h
London
Bejing
10h

1h

Public transport from Zurich main station

1

Opening ceremony, Letzigrund

2

Closing ceremony, Chur

1h

St. Gallen
1

1h

1h

2

1h

1h

St.
4h

Geneva
3h

4h

3h
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The transportation concept covers the travel of all
athletes, coaches, carers, delegation leaders and

vantage of the attractive public transport deals of

RailAway will handle all group reservations, the
travel planning for all delegations and the entire
project management, planning and implementation

the Swiss Travel System public transport deals to
only be used if there are important reasons to do

Federal Railways will handle the entire coordination
of the transportation services on behalf of the public
transport sector, and arrange for additional services

RailAway will ensure that the SBB provides the
necessary transport capacities as part of the
the competition locations on competition days will

The details of the transportation concept are as foltourism organizations and transport operators,
and complemented by the shuttle services of local
• The delegations (athletes, coaches, carers) will be
transported from the airport or Swiss border to
their host towns (Tuesday, March 6, 2029) by train

• On the morning of Saturday, March 10, 2029, the
delegations will travel to Zurich for the opening
to the stadium will be organized in partnership

• After the opening ceremony, the delegations will
be divided into teams for each sport and competition venue, and they will travel to their accommo-

• The teams travelling to Arosa and Lenzerheide will
transfer to the Rhaetian Railway (RhB) or Post-Bus

• The luggage (two items of luggage per person) will
be collected from the hotels in the host towns and
transported to the hotels at the competition ven-

-

(including local public transport) and no more than
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5.10 Technology
Apart from the relevant expertise, the technological
planning and implementation require extensive

sured using compatible systems and applications so

plan is therefore to have the technological resources
comprehensive and range from the holistic provision
of communications with all target groups to TV pro-

Participants, coaches and spectators will be welcomed and provided with information at Welcome
Desks at the airports in Zurich and Geneva, and also at
nical support will be ensured, both at the three venue

feasibility and that the relevant trends are taken into

The holistic perspective facilitates the multidisciplinary integration of all relevant areas and functions
for the event, from credentialing through to the par-

The broadcast services will ensure TV transmissions
for national and international TV stations and guarantee faultless infrastructure on site for outside

Ressources
… from concept development to teardown, including consulting

Holistic approach / services

Venue services
On-site technical services in Zurich (opening ceremony),

Welcome Desk
Airports in Zurich and Geneva as well as SBB border stations

Broadcast services

Innovation

Based on the partnership with Swisscom, please refer to the Swisscom budget dated March 26, 2020 (Jac Bähler & Jürgen Lochbrunner)
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State-of-the-art technological innovations will create
be paid for using a simple cashless payment system,
stantly expanding in Switzerland together with other
partners, guarantees a rapid, reliable and high-capac-

tion to the sporting itinerary, the Pre-Games provide
an opportunity to test the transport and accommo-

framework for the Event Cockpit, which uses a range
of sensor-based data to provide information in real

5.13 Delegation Service
5.11 Operational Venue
The Obere Au exhibition and event center in Chur
will serve as both a sports venue and an operational

provide the best possible support to the delegations

zone and a social meeting zone, as well as the control

certain SO programs require assistance in many
respects (visa, transport, family program, materials,

is an ideal location for getting to all competition

5.14 Family Program
Alongside the participants, families are the heart of
competition venues in order to allow remote workmembers of Special Olympics athletes are always

5.12 Test Event
The Pre-Games will be held in Chur one year before
the WWG 2029, from March 13 to March 18, 2028
tional Winter Games and the test event for the WWG
six days participating in the sports planned for the
-

program and the reception are being planned in
close partnership with the tourism organizations and
Insieme, the umbrella organization for parents of
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5.15 Honored Guest Program

5.17 Global Messenger Program

Honored guests are given the opportunity to experience the event up-close in order to become part of

The LOC will develop a special Global Messenger
program and be responsible for supporting the Glob-

reception are being planned in close partnership

5.18 Workforce Program
5.16 Media

Thanks to the various international events it has

Switzerland has a lot of experience with volunteering
form for the recruitment and coordination of volun-

Switzerland has a lot of experience in this area and

“Holding the World Games in Switzerland would be
a unique experience for the athletes and the whole
population. Such a big event held right on our doorstep
is a huge highlight for every Special Olympics fan to
be remembered for the rest of our lives. For me, the
biggest highlight would be meeting lots of new people

could come to root for me at the competitions. I am
also looking forward to the supporting program for the
Games and would be incredibly proud to be part of it.”
Fabian Frey
SOSWI athlete, alpine skiing
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6 Business Services
6.1 Finance

-

Planned Expenditure
The total expenditure of CHF 38 million is on a par with that of the 2020 Youth Olympic Games in

Expenditure

TOTAL

CHF

Share

38,000,000

100 %
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Planned Income
-

Income

TOTAL

CHF

Share

38,000,000

100 %
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6.2 Fundraising
Outline
Holding the WWG 2029 and the associated imple-

No CHF amounts have been included in the budget
for the involvement of the civil defense organi-

Intensive talks have been held with the relevant
partners in the public sector for the purposes of

follows:

contributions still need to be approved by the corresponding political bodies in accordance with the time

Federal Government
government for the planning and implementation of
the Special Olympics World Winter Games 2029 has

• Opening ceremony in Zurich (marquee set-up,
preparation and clear-up): 550 work days
• Competition locations of Chur, Arosa and Lenzerheide: 700 work days each
Cities
The planned contributions from the City of Chur (as
the main venue for the WWG 2029) and the City of
Zurich (as the venue for the opening ceremony and

Municipalities
Together with their partners (mountain railways,
tourist organizations), the venue municipalities of
Cantons
-
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Swiss Olympic
The income includes an assumed contribution of CHF

Merchandising
Dedicated WWG 2029 merchandising should gener-

Ticketing
With the exception of the opening ceremony, all
Contributions from Foundations
It is reasonable to assume that it will be possible to

Tickets for the opening ceremony are to be sold at a
-

ble foundations for the achievement of the legacy

Pre-Games 2028
The Pre-Games will generate a small amount of
income from partnerships, participation fees and

1 million contributed by foundations to the 2018
National Summer Games in Geneva can be used as a

Financing for the Host Town program
Commercial Partners
of contributions from cantons and municipalities
-

Combined with contributions from local partners
reasonable to assume that the costs (mainly accom-

“I am proud to be a Special Olympics athlete and I
already participate for over 20 years. I still remember the unique experience of being part of the Swiss
delegation during the World Games 2001 in Alaska.
Sport is very important for all of us because it is very
healthy. I really wish the World Games to take place in
Switzerland because I want our country and the whole
world to see our skills and talents.”
Ivo Tippmar
SOSWI athlete, alpine skiing
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6.3 Human Resources

Employees
The WWG 2029 should require 28 people who are employed on a full-time or part-time basis by the LOC

Overview of employee costs
Overall coordination and legacy

1,019,520

Delegation service

460,800

Marketing, communications, fundraising, merchandising

432,000

Volunteer and catering management

302,400

Family and Honored Guest service

295,200

Pre-Games project management

129,600

Sports and technology management

208,800

Venue locations of Zurich, Chur, Arosa and Lenzerheide

389,200

Host Town program management

155,520

Healthy Athletes management
Media relations and social media
Medical services

64,800
259,200
64,800

Non-sports activities

129,600

Transport, logistics

129,600

TOTAL (in CHF, including social security contributions)

4,386,640
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Personnel
The WWG 2029 should require 700 people who receive hourly or daily compensation from the LOC and

Overview of personnel costs
Delegation service
Marketing, communications, fundraising, merchandising
Volunteer and catering management

404,250
96,250
148,500

Family and Honored Guest service

92,400

Pre-Games

70,400

Sports management

30,250

Technical coordination
Venue locations of Zurich, Chur, Arosa and Lenzerheide

Supporting Global Ambassadors

Medical services
TOTAL (in CHF, including social security contributions)

3,850
74,250

3,850

77,000
1,325,225

Volunteers

Corresponding costs for clothing, food and accommodation (if necessary) have been taken into consid-
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6.4 Risk Management and Insurance
Outline

A professional agency has determined the minimum level of insurance cover on the basis of these re-

as the Games will not take place until almost ten years from now, and many of the relevant framework

The following forms of insurance and corresponding costs have been worked out in consultation

Anticipated costs for risk management and insurance
Guest insurance for participants

300,000

Accident insurance for volunteers

25,000

Event organizer liability insurance

60,000

Contingency insurance

100,000

All-risk event insurance

30,000

Legal expenses insurance

13,000

Motor vehicle insurance

12,000

TOTAL (in CHF)

560,000
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7 Vision and Legacy
7.1 Vision

mality that each member of that society is supposed

The vision for the WWG 2029 is to make a lasting
contribution to an inclusive society, in Switzerland

-

society to put structures in place in all areas of life

7.2 Legacy
Acceptance, Equality and Respect for People with
Disabilities
The bid, planning and implementation of the WWG
2029 will help Switzerland to achieve these objectives and raise awareness of the issues among the

Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which Switzer-

Contributing to an Inclusive Society
The concept of inclusion refers to a society in which
every person is accepted and can participate with
equal opportunities and self-determination – irrespective of their gender, age, ethnicity, religion, edu-

The bid, planning and implementation of the WWG
2029 will serve as a catalyst and platform for the
various organizations that work to promote inclusion

Communicating Values
Dealing with and meeting people with intellectual

actions so calculated? Is it important to keep striving
for success and material wealth?
Spending time with people with (intellectual) disabilities opens up new ways of thinking, causes people
to question what they do and teaches them crucial
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Participation in and Access to Sport
Switzerland is accustomed to providing dedicated
-

Swiss Solidarity
The Expo 2002 was the most recent major project
that had the full support of the Swiss nation and
which the entire population was involved in to some
including the Host Town program in particular, will

schools and sports clubs for disabled people is that
way, but they can also lead to isolation and exclusion

Exemplary Organization of the Games
challenge on account of the special nature of the

The bid, planning and implementation of the WWG
2029 will help people with disabilities to increasingly
participate in sport and take advantage of support un-

the most well-organized World Games ever for the
the technical, infrastructural and organizational
achievements, the participating nations will have the

The umbrella organizations for Swiss sport are
organization of the event will also be exemplary in

“At the 2016 National Games I was a spectator and
athletes. I am proud that I was now involved in the
preparation of the bid and I am looking forward to a
great spectacle in my hometown of Chur.”
Flurina Marti
Captain Swiss National Floorball Team and
ambassador for the World Winter Games Switzerland 2029
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8 Projects to Implement
the Legacy
It is the activities in the run-up to the WWG 2029 in particular that are most important for

8.1 Host Town Program
Spread across every canton in Switzerland, at sig-

They will have contact with the population, particularly schoolchildren, establish personal relationships

including schools, sports clubs and associations, international organizations and personalities from the

8.4 Sustainability
The plan is for the WWG 2029 to achieve the highest
possible degree of economic and environmental

8.2 Pre-Games
This six-day event in the winter of 2028 will raise
awareness of people with disabilities one year

8.5 Development of Sports

(mostly European) countries will experience Switzerland and return to their countries with those

developed in Switzerland in partnership with Swiss
applies to dance in partnership with the Swiss Dance

8.3 Torch Run with School and
Fan Projects
8.6
The aim of the torch run is to visit a large number of
schools and institutions and give them the opporrun means awareness at the local, national and intercommunity on board with fan projects and preparing

The WWG 2029 will provide universities and technical colleges with an opportunity to develop and
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8.7 Special Olympics Festival
During the WWG 2029, a program of sports and
-

8.8 Arts and Cultural Festival
In partnership with the Swiss art and culture scene,
concepts will be developed and implemented that
will help achieve the goals of the WWG 2029 and

8.9
Young Athletes
The two programs established by SOI bring people
with and without disabilities together at special

8.10 Ongoing Development of Inclusive
Sport in Switzerland
Collaboration, partnerships and experiences from
the preparations for the event will be used to pro-

associations, local support for clubs and projects in
partnership with Swiss Olympic, the cantons and the
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